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The Senior Date Auction followed the Kingdom Prayer Vigil’s
final day of prayer based on the
theme of hope last week. The
irony of the sequence of events
was impossible to ignore, with
the Senior Date Auction booth
squeezed between two enormous
red Prayer Vigil posters in Lower
Beamer, where one of the strings
of paper hearts on the booth
read “marry me.” With graduation fast approaching, the auction
seemed to be playing the comedic
act of helping the 28 seniors up
for bid get their “ring by spring.”
This was the first year Wheaton College ever held a fundraiser of this kind. The 2015
Senior Class Council organized
the event to supplement costs
for their Senior Class Banquet,
but the idea initially came from
senior class president Emma
McRoberts and senior vice
president Cameron Williams.
According to Williams, the
Senior Date Auction was actually “one of the longest things to
culminate” this year. “A lot of the
original ideas were Emma’s as
senior class president. I just had
a few tweaks and suggestions.”
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Omar Abdel Hamid El-Hussein opened fire in Denmark at a
freedom of expression talk and at
a bat mitzvah, killing two, a little
more than five weeks after the
Islamist terrorists stormed Charlie Hebdo headquarters in Paris.
In response, artists and thinkers around the globe have renewed the discussion of the
freedom of speech in the
face of the threat of death.
Like the “Je suis Charlie”
movement in Paris, Muslims
and Danish citizens alike have
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Professor physics emeritus Joseph Spradley leaps backwards off the Student Recreaction Center’s diving board like he has been
for 35 years
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